The National Urban Transport Policy of the Government of India, 2006 (NUTP),
lays strong emphasis on building capabilities at the state and city level to
address problems associated with urban transport and lays down the
guidelines for developing sustainable urban transport systems.
2.
Indian cities are witnessing tremendous urban growth which has
resulted in high travel demand. But due to poor service quality of public
transport, its share is declining and the share of private cars is increasing.
Therefore, in order to support such high level of travel demand, there is a need
to develop sustainable mass transit systems in cities. Rail technologies like
Metro, Mono and Light Rail are the most cost intensive mass transit systems in
the long run. In India, the first metro system was developed in the year 1980s
in Kolkata, followed by Delhi. Since then, a number of metro projects have
become operational, these metro projects call for incorporating innovative ideas
to ensure its proper functioning and improving productivity as well as
achieving operational efficiency. Latest innovation in metro rail include Virtual
Ticketing Agents, ticketless travel, high speed rail and hyper speed rail, rail
loyalty scheme, providing passenger friendly environment, digital signage’s, etc.
The session had a special focus on sharing the experiences about various
innovations in metro rail system with the expectations that the lessons learnt
would help those cities which propose to implement similar projects.
3.
In order to create awareness about the importance of urban mobility and
to disseminate up-to-date information, Ministry of Urban Development, has
institutionalized an annual conference cum exhibition on urban mobility called
“Urban Mobility India (UMI)”. This year’s UMI with theme of ‘Planning Mobility
for City’s Sustainability” will be held from November 8 to 11, 2016 at
Gandhinagar, Gujarat. For more information on the conference please visit :www.urbanmobilityindia.in

